
MEMORANDUM 

TO: Celia McAdam 

FROM: Randle Communications 

DATE: June 11,2010 

RE: May 2010 Monthly Report 

The following is a summary of public information work performed by Randle 
Communications (Randle) on behalf of the Placer County Transportation 
Planning Agency (PCTPA) in May 2010. 

Randle worked with PCTPA Executive Director Celia McAdam, (McAdam) to 
prepare for and drive media coverage of the California Transportation 
Commission (CTC) Town Hall Meeting and project tour that occurred on May 12 
at PCTPA headquarters. 

Randle also worked with McAdam to produce content for the June edition of 
"Planning Ahead", PCTPA's E-newsletter. 

In addition, Randle and McAdam continued to organize the Lincoln 
Transportation Open House which is being held on June 23. 

Finally, Randle continued to monitor and update the "Fix Placer Traffic" 
Facebook page with timely transportation and event information. 

Following is a capsule summary of activities: 

Public Information Outreach 

Lincoln Transportation Open House 

•	 Randle worked with McAdam and Lincoln Mayor Tom Cosgrove to 
organize and develop an outreach plan for the third in a series of 
Transportation Open Houses aimed at connecting residents with local 
planners to discuss transportation and transit issues. The Lincoln 
Transportation Open House will be held on June 23, 2010 at Lincoln City 
Hall and will be hosted by PCTPA Board Member and Lincoln Mayor Tom 
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Cosgrove. Randle will outreach to local homeowners associations, Rotary 
and Kiwanis clubs, Chambers of Commerce and the City of Lincoln to 
help promote the event and drive attendance. 

Media Relations 

California Transportation Commission Town Hall 

•	 PCTPA hosted a town hall meeting with the California Transportation 
Commission and the Nevada County and EI Dorado County 
Transportation Commissions. Held in Auburn at PCTPA's headquarters, the 
town hall was a unique opportunity to impress upon the Commissioners 
the return they get on the investment in projects like the Lincoln Bypass 
and 1-80 Bottleneck Expansion and lay the groundwork for efforts to secure 
funding for future needs. 

•	 Randle worked with McAdam to prepare talking points for PCTPA board 
members speaking at the event. Randle also worked with Caltrans to 
guide development of talking points for Joe Caputo, Caltrans Deputy 
District Director. 

•	 In addition, Randle outreached to local media to drive media 
attendance at the CTC Town Hall and project tour which offered 
exclusive looks at Interstate 80 and SR 65 Lincoln Bypass construction 
progress. 

From these efforts, Randle successfully facilitated the following stories: 

•	 Roseville Press Tribune ~ published an article on May 18 that highlighted 
the CTC project tour with an emphasis on 1-80 Bottleneck construction. 
Circulation: 20,770; Online Views to Date: 1045 

•	 Sacramento Bee - published an article on May 24 that discussed the 
progress of the SR 65 Lincoln Bypass, and emphasized the current· 
economic situation in the City of Lincoln. 
Circulation: 214,219 

KAHI-AM Monthly Radio Interviews 

•	 Randle conducted a briefing call prior to McAdam I s monthly interview 
segment on KAHI-AM in Auburn. 
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•	 Interview aired live on May 3,2010 and covered the upcoming CTC Town 
hall and project tour as well as the annual Cap to Cap program. 

Media Monitoring 

•	 Randle continued to monitor industry and local news in an effort to 
identify outreach opportunities as well as support the Agency's efforts to 
address local transportation and transit issues. 

E-Newsletter 

•	 Randle worked with peTPA to produce content for the June 2010 edition 
of "Planning Ahead," the monthly E-newsletter created to keep 
stakeholders updated regarding state and local transportation issues. The 
June edition discussed the CTC Town Hall meeting and project tour, 
annual Cap to Cap program, results of Governor Schwarzenegger's May 
revised budget, and provided details about the release of the 2035 
Regional Transportation Plan, which will be open to public comment. The 
June edition of the newsletter garnered a 34.4 % open rate, which is well 
above the industry standard. 

### 


